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The 2011 Winter Park Concours d’Elegance is Honoring Two Distinct Cars - Ferrari and Cadillac.
Winter Park is blessed to have a world class museum and sculpture garden - The Albin Polasek Museum.
Pictured on the Lakeside are a 1929 Cadillac Victoria Convertible and a
1960 Ferrari 400 Superamerica Pinifarina Cabriolet
The Artist - Stephen Bach • More of his work may be seen at Stephenbach.com
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Dear Friends and
Automotive Enthusiasts

Welcome to the Tenth Annual Winter Park Concours d’Elegance,
The inaugural Winter Park Concours d’Elegance was introduced in October 2002 with Ferrari as the honor marque among the
100 show entries. The show was an immediate success in terms of crowd appeal. Attendance figures topped 30,000 in the first
year. Last year’s Winter Park Concours saw crowd figures soar to 80,000.
In ten short years, the Winter Park Concours d’Elegance has gained the recognition and reputation as being one of the nation’s
best organized, judged car shows and is touted as being the premier “street show” open to the public.
It is with great pride and pleasure we welcome you to our very special 10th Anniversary show presented by Lexus of Orlando.
On Sunday, the Concours field will consist of 175 show entries, 115 displayed on Park Avenue and 60 displayed in Central Park.
This year’s venue also includes the ever popular Saturday morning Tour d’Elegance and the premier evening event, the DuPont
Registry LIVE Aeroport Reception benefiting the Seminole Kids House.
The Sunday Concours d’Elegance will feature three world renowned automotive marques; Ferrari, Cadillac and Morgan. Some
twenty vintage, classic and contemporary Ferraris will grace the south lawn of Central Park. A bit further south in Central
Park, a unique display of classic Cadillacs will be positioned near The Rose Garden along with an extraordinary collection of
world class supercars. Not to be missed in north Central Park is our spectacular Trophy Division which showcases the “best of
the best” cars anywhere in the world.
For everyone’s viewing pleasure, on New England Avenue, just east of Park Avenue, a truly spectacular collection of British
Morgan’s are displayed. Represented are eight decades of automotive history, from a 1935 Three-wheeler to a 2010 Aero 8.
Our team of nationally recognized judges will take to the field after their morning breakfast meeting and select the winning
cars from each judged class. Class awards and Major Award Trophies will be presented at a formal ceremony in Central Park.
Winning cars will be called on stage to receive their awards. A champagne toast is offered by the judges to the winners at the
conclusion of the awards ceremony.
Once again we would like to express our sincerest THANKS to all
our Sponsors and Patrons for their financial and technical support.
Without their continued commitment and friendships, the Winter Park
Concours d’Elegance would not be possible.
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On behalf of the Winter Park Concours LLC and the City of Winter
Park we wish you a pleasant day of fun and excitement.
With best regards,

Tim Webber Bob Tallgren
Executive Director
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Read more...
of the interview online and
discover how our other business
members are achieving success
with FAIRWINDS.

Local Area Network

“At other places, the loan process involved2012aSKI NAUTIQUE
computer
saying yes or no.
200 - MAPPLE ICON EDITION
At FAIRWINDS, the loan decisions are made locally. Our application
was reviewed by a person, so we got the loan we needed to grow.”

the coordinator

2011 Regal
2300 RX

Travis Young

Owner & CEO, onePOS, LLC

we are proud to support
the coordinator

You know your customers.

We know your business.

winter park

2011 Regal 27

2012 SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE
210 -BYERLY ICON EDITION

00 ES

Catering

Visit a branch, call 407‑277‑6030 ext. 12200, or online at fairwinds.org.
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Theme Decor

Entertainment

Event Planning

Transportation

Promotional Products

benefiting the orlando ballet

FAIRWINDS Credit Union • Your better choice for banking.
Federally Insured by National Credit Union Administration (NCUA).
Accounts open to anyone living or working in Central Florida.
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We are conveniently located off I-4 between Michigan St. and Kaley St.

Exotic Car
Transport

DON’ T LET C ANCER SLOW YOU DOWN

• One of the top prostate cancer
centers in the world is located
right here in Winter Park
• Our physicians have treated
more than 5,000 men with prostate
seed implants

Redefining what a business jet should be.

The only airplane to combine the efficiency and economy of single-engine
turbine power, with the performance, room and luxury of a
twin-engine business jet.
360 ktas. 1,300 nm. 35,000 ft. Up to 7 passengers.
25% lower operating costs.

877.FLY.PIPER
sepiper.com

Where dreams take flight.
Sales

Service

Parts

ORLANDO

www.southeastramp.com | 407.998.2059

|

www.wpc.com | 407.644.8923

• When found early, more than 9
out of 10 of our patients are cured
with a simple outpatient treatment
that allows them to return to work
the next day
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• We specialize in the treatment
of all stages of prostate cancer,
including recurrences after robotic
prostatectomy

Winter Park Cancer Center

1561 W. Fairbanks Avenue, Winter Park, FL 32789
orlandoprostate.com
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j Schedule of Events i

Saturday, November 05, 2011
8:00am – 9:30am		
			
			

TOUR d’Elegance Breakfast (Ticketed)		
Breakfast @ Dexter’s in Hannibal Square,
Winter Park ~ Pennsylvania & New England

11:00am – 1:00pm		
			

TOUR d’Elegance & Luncheon (Ticketed)
Over back roads to an undisclosed location

6:30pm – 9:30 pm		
			
			
			
			

The duPont REGISTRY/LIVE Aeroport Reception 			
to Benefit Seminole Kids House
An elegant evening where the Arts meet the Art of the
Automobile, Jets, Water Craft and Motorcycles
@ South East Ramp – Sanford, Florida (Ticketed)

Sunday, November 06, 2011		
6:00am		
6:00am – 7:00am 		

Parking Stewards Meeting
Registration Opens – Tent next to brick bus stop
Corner Park Avenue & Morse Blvd.

6:30am – 8:30am		
			

Placement of Show Cars (Pre-registration required)
Park Avenue between Canton & Lyman

7:00am – 8:30am		

Judges Breakfast & Meeting – Winter Park Land Co.

9:00am – 4:00pm		

CONCOURS d’ELEGANCE – Park Avenue (Open Viewing)

9:00am – 4:00pm		

For winter Park concours d' elegance attendees only *

Winter Park Concours d’Elegance (Open Viewing)
Park Avenue Closes – (Canton – Lyman)

6:30am – 8:30am		
			

9:00am – 11:30am		

SPecial Offer

Judging of Show Cars

Get a 2-Year SubScriPtion
For tHe Price oF one

Scan now to SubScribe toDaY

Sponsor & Vendor Tents Open – Park Avenue

11:00am – 4:00pm		

VIP Concourso Café – (Patrons and Sponsors by Invitation)

11:30am – 1:00pm		

Judges Luncheon – Winter Park Land Co.

3:30 pm – 5:00pm		

AWARDS CEREMONY – Central Park

5:00pm		

Winner’s Circle & Judges’ Toast – Central Park

5:00pm		

Cars Depart Show Area

6:00pm		

Park Avenue Reopens
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$49

95

�

call to order at
888.465.2957 or
order online at www.duPontreGiStrY.com

Proud sponsor of
*Oﬀer expires 01/05/12. Promo code DRWPC11

We will send a follow up email to confirm the address of your 2nd subscription.
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SPECIAL EVENTS VENUE

Tim Webber
407. 649 . 9190
timwebber@thecoordinatorinc.com

j Winter Park Concours d’Elegance i
The Winter Park Community Center

2011 Charities

is one of the largest recreation centers in the area. The
center has created a unique scholarship program to provide
educational assistance to economically disadvantaged
youth in West Winter Park. The assistance provided would
be aimed toward:

bridging cultural differences, understanding
adolescent development, building communication
skills, providing individualized college preparation
and understanding the program goals and policies.

(5) Provide FCAT assistance
(1) Teaching youth how to use computers to complete
homework assignments and extra credit projects.

(6) Provide interview and resume writing classes

(2) Teaching youth how to research history and
incorporating genealogy.
(3) Provide educational supplies to youth whose
families cannot afford items
(4) Establish a mentoring program for those youth
that are identified and demonstrate the potential
to attend college but are unlikely to do so on their
own. The program will match students with an
adult mentor who will work with the student on

For contribution information, Contact
Ron Moore, Recreation Chief,
Winter Park Community Center,
Phone: 407-599-3276
Email: rmoore@cityofwinterpark.org

j Winter Park Concours d’Elegance i

2011 Charities

KIDS HOUSE
Wayne Densch
Children’s Advocacy Center
Kids House of Seminole is Seminole County’s Children’s Advocacy Center. Kids House serves as a single point of contact for
abuse investigations and offers services to nearly 1,200 child victims of abuse and neglect each year. Working in partnership
with our community, Kids House takes a multi-disciplinary team approach in dealing with child abuse. This allows for all
involved agencies and victims to come together at one single child-friendly facility, reducing further trauma and distress.
Through this model, agencies are able to work together effectively and efficiently. With everyone working together, a child is
much less likely to be overlooked or have to suffer continued abuse. Core services include forensic interviewing and medical
examinations, crisis intervention, advocacy and support as well as mental health therapy. Children also receive follow-up
care, opening up a path of help, healing and hope. If you are interested in a tour of our facility, please contact us at 407324-3036 or email Dana Turner at turner@kidshouse.org.
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DON’ T LET C ANCER SLOW YOU DOWN

• One of the top prostate cancer
centers in the world is located
right here in Winter Park
• Our physicians have treated
more than 5,000 men with prostate
seed implants
• When found early, more than 9
out of 10 of our patients are cured
with a simple outpatient treatment
that allows them to return to work
the next day
• We specialize in the treatment
of all stages of prostate cancer,
including recurrences after robotic
prostatectomy

Winter Park Cancer Center

1561 W. Fairbanks Avenue, Winter Park, FL 32789
orlandoprostate.com

Tour d’Elegance

Saturday morning,
Concours participants,
their guests and Sponsors gather
for the Tour d’ Elegance.
The day starts with participants
arriving in Hannibal Square
for a gourmet breakfast.
Back by popular demand,
Chef Adrian, at Dexter’s,
will again prepare
his fabulous menu.

The tour is considered by many
to be the heart and soul of the
weekend. It is where old friends
are reunited and new friendships
are forged. It is an event where
participants can exercise their
cars in a relaxed environment
and get to see some back roads of
Winter Park and Central Florida.

407-478-4920
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j Tour d’Elegance i
continued

There Are Great Cars
Smart Collectors

F

rom prize winning fully
restored classics to cars under
restoration. At Heacock
Classic we’re in the business
of providing Customized
Coverage at Affordable
Rates, for your collector car.

Over 60+ vehicles are expected
to participate in this year’s Tour –
Everything from vintage Ferraris,
classic Rolls Royces to Muscle Cars
and contemporary Aston Martins.
Once breakfast is complete, it
is time to enjoy the open road.
Winter Park Police will escort
the Tour group through and out
of town. Participants will follow
a pre-determined route through
nearby picturesque countryside
finally arriving at an undisclosed
destination for an exquisite
luncheon catered by Tim Webber,
The Coordinator, A Special Events
Production Company.
In keeping with tradition, the
luncheon location is kept secret and
revealed only to the entered Tour
participants when they receive their
Tour Guide booklets. As always, the
Tour route and luncheon location
will be new and exciting.
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800-678-5173
HeacockClassic.com

WP_Concours_Heacock_8-11.indd 1
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The Winter Park Concours has gained national recognition as one of the nation’s premier
car shows in terms of elegance of venue, variety of cars displayed and quality of judging.
The Concours takes place on Sunday on fashionable Park Avenue
when over 175 cars will be placed for display and judging.
The Winter Park Concours is an invitational seriously judged event that meets the high judging criteria
of the more prestigious car shows in the country such as Pebble Beach and Cavallino Classic. Over
175 cars will be judged by a staff of over 30 nationally certified judges who volunteer their time and
expertise. After winning cars are selected a formal awards ceremony is conducted in beautiful Central
Park adjacent to Park Avenue, beautifully manicured grounds set a striking venue.
Kiosks, located at major intersections situated along Park Avenue will be selling the collectible Tenth
Anniversary Event Poster and Program Guide along with other memorabilia.
This year’s Honor Marques are Cadillac, Ferrari and Morgan. Other notable marques selected to
participate in this year’s show are Aston Martin, Austin Healey, Alfa Romeo, Bentley, Porsche, Mercede
Benz, Rolls Royce, Muscle Cars, Hot Rods, American Classics and Special Interest vehicles. Enthusiasts
from across the country come to pay homage to these world renown automotive marques.
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FINDS AND AVOIDS GAS STATIONS.

EQUALLY WELL.
The Lincoln MKZ Hybrid is the most fuel-efficient luxur y sedan in America.1
Lincoln MK X has best-in-class fuel economy and standard horsepower.2
And both have exclusive voice-activated SYNC® technology.3 For the whole
tech-savvy story, go to Lincoln.com.

2012 LINCOLN MKZ

As you enjoy the fantastic display of automobiles, take the opportunity to
dine in one of Park Avenue’s trendy restaurants, bistros or wine rooms.
Perhaps attend a wine-tasting or cigar smoke, or enjoy visiting the
famous Tiffany glass display in the Morse Museum...whatever it is
you are looking for, the merchants of Park Avenue are sure to have it.

2012 LINCOLN MK X

The Concours comes to an exciting end when the “Best of Show” car is
announced later on in the afternoon. On stage in Central Park, and in front
of a crowd of thousands, the winning car will drive onto the victory ramp and
accept a beautiful Best of Show Trophy.

Keep up on Lincoln news. “Like” us on Facebook.
1

EPA-estimated 41 city/36 hwy/39 combined mpg. Actual mileage will vary. Excludes diesels. 2EPA-estimated 19 city/26 hwy/21 combined
mpg, FWD. Class is Luxury Midsize Crossovers, Non-Diesel. 3Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile
phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
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Over 25 Years in The Special Events Business
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Tim Webber, Executive Producer

Entertainment

407 649 9190
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Promotional Products
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HIGH NET WORTH INVESTORS

Have You Ever “Priced” Your Current Relationship?
You may be familiar with the fees associated
with your investments, but have you ever
added them all up and looked at the total cost?
The CFA Institute estimates that the total fees
are much higher than many people realize.
These fees may include management and
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Why do people collect things?
There are numerous motives;
here are ideas and quotes
from wealthy and not so
wealthy car collectors.
Nostalgia, the Generational theory of Collecting
“My husband and I, since our first used car purchase
in the 60’s, a Triumph TR4a for a few hundred bucks,
look back at the number of cars that we have owned,
and each of them was fun to drive and useful at the
time. Some were sports cars and some were jeeps and
pickup trucks. The cars and trucks took our children
safety through their childhoods, and we look back on
each vehicle and smile at the car stories that go along
with each vehicle”.
For those of you who felt a kinship with one of your
past cars, get another one! You don’t have to spend
a lot of money and it will put a smile on your face.
And when you show it people will look and remembermaybe say; “I had a car like that once; I wish I’d never
sold it.” These old cars bring out the good in people.
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Bridges to the Past
A few years back a car collector received a letter from
a woman in her 90s; she’d gotten married in a 1951
Hornet. In fact, it was the only car she and her husband
had ever owned. After he died in 1996, the Hornet was
parked in her garage. The collector went to look at it.
Physically, it was fine. Mechanically, it was worn out.
It had gone more than 260,000 miles. But it was all
there. Every receipt was in the glove compartment. So
he bought the Hornet, but really, he was buying the
story more than the actual car.
Sheer love of Beauty
The exhibition of fashion legend Ralph Lauren’s
17 cars, in Paris at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs,
represent the pinnacle of automotive design. They
were carefully chosen from his magnificent collection
of around 60 cars hidden in a deliberately non-descript
structure in New York. Lauren who famously described
cars as “moving art” in his 2004 book Speed, Style and
Beauty, has built this extensive collection over many
years. The collection is rarely seen by the public. The
Paris Museum is a grand place with fantastic French
architecture; the ceiling must be 50 feet tall. The first
car you see is the Bugatti Atlantic. Deep black with
CONTINUED

TO

PAGE

trading fees, 12b-1 fees, platform “pay to play”
fees, commissions, the bid/ask spread etc. . .
Call my office today
at 407-389-1122 to
schedule a complimentary
review and I will show
you what your
relationship is really
costing you.
Tony S. Keena, Partner
Financial Advisor

The Estate and Business Planning Group; You’ve earned it,
we help you keep it!
Tony S. Keena, Investment Advisor Representative. Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Ameritas Investment Corp. Member FINRA, SIPC. AIC and the Estate & Business Planning Group are not affiliated.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

riveted coachwork, it is simply a sculptural piece of
automotive art. Next you ascend the marble stairs to
the main hall. Here you find the Black Mercedes SSK
alongside the dark green Bentley Blower. The black
Bugatti grand prix car follows. Then the Jaguar XKD
and Porsche 550 and Ferrari 375+ come next. The
Ferrari is simply stunning.

part of collecting cars?” And I think this, I think it’s to
take a car that is very close to being junk and to bring
it back. To see the finished car, I have done something.
I have brought back a masterpiece. That is the main
thing, right?”

Lauren, who elevates the automobile to high art, says
about his collection, it’s all about design and beauty:
“When I was growing up, I would look at a Bentley or
an old Mercedes and say, “Wow, that car is so beautiful.
Look at the leather interior, the burl-wood dashboard.”
Then, along comes a Porsche that is totally spare
and minimal. And you might ask, “Which one is more
beautiful?” I would make a case for either. I don’t think
I would ever have conceived of the Porsche or the
Bentley. But I might have conceived of how to make
them the most beautiful Porsche or Bentley.”
Restoration, making something out of nothing
One of the greatest Italian Tenor of our time: Sergio
Franchi, had a spectacular car collection and was
passionate about working on them and restoring their
original glory, until his death of brain cancer in 1990,
He responded in an1987 interview: “What is the best
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Lure of a treasure hunt
The luck of finding a long lost forgotten car in the
unknown garage or “Barn” is a real and wonderful thing
for many collectors. Shows like “Antiques Roadshow,”
“Hollywood Treasure” are popular. Enter the handsome
twins Keno brothers, two well-schooled experts who
now have their own reality series on finding “Buried
Treasure”
Leigh and Leslie Keno travel across the country to help
people discover the unknown treasures in their homes.
The brothers are world-renowned antique experts and
appraisers who have helped people sell more than $1
billion worth of collectibles. Not every hunt yields a pot
of gold. Some people will have treasures, while others
will have stuff only valuable to them for its nostalgic
value.
Little known is that the Kenos are “car guys” and for
several years they have judged at Pebble Beach at the
Concours d’Elegance, the prestigious car show. “So, it’s
just like judging furniture —but they’re rare Bugatti’s,
Ferraris, the greatest cars in the world. But, that’s just
wonderful to discover these magnificent cars are hear
the wonderful stories of how some were saved from
the WWII scrap drives.” Talking to Leigh Keno at the
huge Gooding Car auction at Pebble, where $87 million
worth of cars were hammered sold in about 7 hours;
Leigh was delighted to hear the story of the collector
who spent 30 years pursing his dream car before finally
liberating it from the original owner’s estate. Maybe
even more exciting than discovering that rare piece of
furniture in someone’s attic.
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So when you are looking at that shiny old car today, ask
the owner about how he got his car, how he restored it,
and what it means to his family. You will hear interesting
stories and maybe make a new friend.

Photographs by El Picturesque Photography
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j Morgan Traditional i

Meets Cutting
Edge
Rick Frazee

T

he first Morgan motor car was produced in 1909 by
Harry Frederick Stanley Morgan, generally known as
“HFS”. The firm known as the Morgan Motor Company
was run by HFS until his death in 1959 at age 77. Peter
Morgan, the son of HFS, ran the company until a few years
before his death in 2003. The company is currently run
by Charles Morgan, the son of Peter Morgan. The Morgan
Motor Company today is based in Malvern Link, England
as it has been for most of its 102 years of history and
employs about 160 people producing just over 600 hand
assembled cars a year. The factory visitor center and
a museum feature a guided tour of the factory that this
writer can recommend to anyone lucky enough to be in
that part of the world. There are now 2 distinct sides of the
factory the original side producing the traditional Morgan
roadster in 4/4, Plus 4, and Roadster models and the much
more modern side producing the Aero 8 models and soon
to produce the newest innovative model an Eva GT Morgan
to be imported into the USA next year. In addition the
company has begun production of the new Three Wheeler
model, a V twin powered Morgan to be imported into the
USA in December of this year. The local Morgan Dealer is
Chariots of Palm Beach and is run by Hugh Bate who can
be reached at 561-640-1090 for more information on new
and used Morgans.
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My attachment to the Morgan Marque probably began in
my teen age years when I began dragging old British cars
home to repair and resell. Eventually I acquired a 1966
Plus 4 Drop Head Coupe. While that Morgan came and
then left my possession in pieces I was hooked on the cars
and today have several other models of Morgan’s to tinker
with, from a 1936 Super Sport to a 2007 Aero 8 America
model.
Gathering the 30+ Morgan’s you will see at the 10th Annual
Winter Park Concours d’Elegance has been a pleasure but
could not have been accomplished without the help of my
good friend and fellow Morgan fanatic, Mark Braunstein,
as well as the Atlanta Morgan Car Club, MogSouth and the
Florida Morgan Club, GatorMog.
On Monday following the Concours, 20 Morgans and
friends will convoy to Key West and back with notable
stops at Sebring Race Track, Morgan Dealer - Chariots of
Palm Beach, Key West, Naples for the Collier Museum and
finally Sarasota. It’s been my pleasure to share with you
the Morgan Marque and hope that this display may find
some new owners for Morgans out there.

Rick Frazee
Happy Morganing
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j 2010 Best of Show i

j 2010 Major Awards i

MEGUIAR’S AWARD

JUDGES CHOICE (Morse Trophy)

FOUNDER’S TROPHY

CORVETTE SPIRIT AWARD

MOST ELEGANT PRESENTATION
1920 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Rippon
Bill Gacioch

BEST OF SHOW j 1933 Chrysler Imperial Dual Cowl Phaeton j Vernon Smith

j 2010 Major Awards i

CHAIRMAN’S AWARD
1963 Mustang Cobra 289
Bill Bryan

VINTAGE
1954 Jaguar XK 120M Jaguar
Kenneth Hubble
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duPont REGISTRY
PEOPLE’S CHOICE

ROLLS ROYCE SPIRIT AWARD

PRESERVATION AWARD

Best Competition Award – Vintage

1970 Ferrari 365 GT
Rick Vimmerstadt

PRESERVATION AWARD

2011

present by Bob Tallgren
1960 Ferrari 400 Super America
Wayne Nelson

CONTEMPORARY
1987 Ferrari 328 GTS
Lisa Spalding

1965 Silver Cloud
Simon White

1953 Jaguar XK Special Roadster
James Lloyd

presented by Chief Judge: Phil Bachman
1957 Corvette
Darrel Davis

1963 Split Window
Michael Owen

BENTLEY SPIRIT AWARD
1931 8 Liter Tourer
Gale & Henry Petronis

Best Competition Award – Contemporary
2001 Ferrari 360 Challenge race car
Anurag Dandiya
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Orlando Premier Collection is a proud sponsor

of this year’s Winter Park Concours d’ Elegance

Luxury

Renown

Elegant
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Marque Division

j 2010 Awards i

Place

Year

Make & Model

Owner

Marque Division

1

1964

T21 Coupe

Ed and Maria Leerdam

ALFA ROMEO
		

Place

Year

Make & Model

Owner

		

1

		

2

1992

Diablo

Alan Latowski

1989

Countach

LAMBORGHINI
Mark Riley		

			

AMERICAN
CLASSICS
Division I		
(1957)
		
Division II
(1950 – 1966)

1

1957

Chevrolet Nomad

Rob Nebgen

2

1957

Cadillac El Dorado

Warren Wubker

1

1950

Ford Woody

Cecil Goff

2

1950

Olds 88

Tom Holt

ASTON MARTIN						
		

1

2002

DB7 Vantage Coupe

John Lanzetta

		

2

1978

V8 Vantage Coupe

Larry Vickman

AUSTIN HEALEY						
		

1		

1967 BJ8 Roadster

2		

BN7 300 Roadster

MERCEDES-BENZ						
Vintage		

1

1966

230 SL Convertible

		

2

1962

190 SL Convertible Rick Vimmerstadt

Andres Martinez

Chuck Billings

		

1

1958

Isetta 300 Deluxe Coupe

Billy Paul

		

2

1967

Goggomobile Coupe

Billy Paul

MUSCLE CARS						
MoPar		

1

1966

Ford		

1

1963

Shelby Cobra 289

Bill Bryan

GM		

1

1969

Camaro SS396

Mark Findura

Dodge Hemi Charger Christian Butera

Frank Nelson, Jr.		

PORSCHE							
BENTLEY						
		

1

2000

Azure Mulliner

Warren Stevens

		

2

2002

Azure

Jeffery Sweet

CLASSIC
CORVETTES							
		

1

1957

Convertible

Darrel Davis

		

2

1960

Convertible

John Apen

FERRARI							
Vintage		

1

1967

33GTC Coupe

Clete Gardenhour

		

2

1970

365 GT 2+2

Rick Vimmerstadt

Classic		

1

1989

328 GTS

David & Amy Noznesky

		

2

1988

328 GTS

Douglas Brown

Contemporary		

1

2000

360 Modena

Nancy & Steve Volk

		

2

2001

360 Challeng

Anurag Dandiya

HOT RODS							
		

1

1932

		

2

1932

A-5 Coupe

come see the Range RoveR, Land RoveR LR4,
the aLL neW 2012 Range RoveR evoQUe,
Range RoveR spoRt and Land RoveR LR2

MICRO CAR							

						

		

EmbracE thE Land rovEr Spirit
of advEnturE

John & Linda Cornelius

Hi-Boy Roadster Janet & Butch Adams

						

356		

2

1965

356C Cabriolet

John Reker

911,914		

1

1972

911S

Jim Montgomery

		

2		

911,930		

1

1989

912 Coupe

Rickey Phillips

930S

David Eichenbaum

ROLLS ROYCE					
Classic		

1

1989

Corniche II

Frank Monhard III

		

2

1997

Silver Spur

Anthony Wilner

Vintage		

1

1965

Silver Cloud III

		

2

1960

Silver Cloud II

Land RoveR oRLando
199 South Lake Destiny Rd.
Orlando, FL • 407-695-9100
landroverorlando.com

THe naTURe oF TeCHnoLoGY. THe naTURe oF noW.
THe FUTURe LooKS FaST.

Simon White
Rick Vimmerstadt		

						

SPECIAL
INTEREST							
		

1

1963

		

2

1954 Doretti Swallow Roadster Thomas Entenza

Lotus Super 7 Roadster Jack&Deanna Trip

					

TROPHY
DIVISION
		
1
1933
				
		

2

1960

		

3

1935

Chrysler Imperial
Dual Cowl Phaeton

Vernon Smith

Ferrari 400 AA

Wayne Nelson

Bentley 3.5 Drophead Stephen Skowronski

inTRodUCinG KaRMa. THe FiRST PReMiUM PLUG-in HYBRid BY FiSKeR.
Lightweight • 403 horsepower • seats four • order yours today

JAGUAR							
Vintage		

1

1949

XK120

Tom & Lisa Wright

		

2

1964

XKE DHC

Paul Tsikuris

Contemporary		

1

1963

MKII

Tom Cashel

		

2

1974

S III E-type

Richard Russell
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FiSKeR oRLando

199 SoUTH LaKe deSTinY Rd.
oRLando, FL 32810 • 407.695.9100
FiSKeRoRLando.CoM
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jA

Man of Qualities i

here is no myth of Ferrari, as some authors and
T
enthusiasts would have us believe; rather the reality
of Ferrari is hard fact. At present, it is a growing firm whose

race cars compete at the highest levels, whose race team is
followed by a huge base of rabid fans, whose street cars are
a marvel of style and engineering, whose branded products
are sought after and collected, and whose very name
inspires recognition and admiration around the world. This
did not happen overnight, nor did it happen by chance. It all
came about through the steadfast mental and physical labor
of one man only, Enzo Ferrari.
When talking about Ferrari the automobile, it is more
appropriate to investigate the person who inspired these
cars, and who has inspired so many others to work in the
shadow of this man and what he has created.
In truth, there were several personal
inherent qualities in Mr. Ferrari, that
not only brought this great enterprise
into being, but allowed it to survive,
the latter being the hardest thing to do
in any business.
It would be trite to say that he had
a vision, that of a specialist car
manufacturer making exclusive racing
and street cars. It is more precise to say
that he had a desire to compete, which
overrode all other considerations, and
from which all else flowed. He chose
motor sport, and his first taste was in
actually driving the cars in the 1920s
and 1930s. He was a passable driver,
and was considered good at the time,
but the real pleasure he derived was not
simply the driving but in the actual act of competing. This
was the thrill, this was the challenge, this was the goal that
presented itself week after week, as the start of each race
came due.
In time he moved from driving itself to the management
of race teams, and it is not known whether this path was
chosen because he sensed his limitations as a driver, and
chose to stay involved in racing in a position once removed,
as it were. But possibly he saw that as a team manager, his
desire to compete was not simply confined to the race itself,
but could now be extended to all those activities beforehand
that had to be completed if a car and driver were to race at
all. Once a race was over, whatever the result, preparations
had to begin immediately for the next race.
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In this way, competition could completely absorb all his time.
There is a theory of behavior that states that happiness can
be achieved by always concentrating on some goal ahead,
and even if that road be difficult and not overtly a happy
one, there is still the satisfaction of being consumed by a
grand passion. This carried over into the late 1940s, when
he formed his own company, a company that was initially
dedicated to the building and campaigning of racing cars.
The results were immediate, with local and national race
wins in 1947 and 1948, and international victories in 1949
and 1950.
The aspirations for this racing were ambitious, and
pointed to another trait of Mr. Ferrari’s that can only be
described as thinking large. From the very start, the
goal was to compete and win at the highest levels of the
sport, and not waste undo time with
cautious experimentation or extensive
development, or to squander precious
resources trying to gain experience in
lesser, and less demanding, classes.
The cars, along with the designers,
engineers, mechanics, and drivers at
Ferrari, were thrown into the deep end,
and to the surprise of many at the time
(except for Mr. Ferrari), they survived.
The breadth of this competition was
also staggering. In the early 1950s,
Ferrari was building and campaigning
Grand Prix cars for Formula One,
Formula Two and Formula Libre, and
building, campaigning and selling
GT cars for sprints, hill climbs and
endurance races. Every weekend could
see the Ferrari Factory competing at several venues
around Europe, and Ferrari’s clients competing on several
continents. In between, in a span of a precious five days,
many of these cars had to be repaired and/or modified to
be ready by the next weekend. It had to be exhausting but
exhilarating, and if you believe the words of Mr. Ferrari
himself, he lived for nothing else. There were times when he
publicly threatened to quit racing altogether, whether from
unforeseen hardship or adverse publicity, but he admits in
his writings that this was never serious.
Much is made nowadays of Ferrari’s record of racing
uninterrupted form 1947 to the present day, a seemingly
impossible task and an arguably daunting enterprise, but
it could not be otherwise. Ferrari always was and still is
primarily a builder and campaigner of racing cars, and
CONTINUED TO PAGE 36
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everything else that it does, the street cars, the products, the
schools, the theme parks, etc., all flow from, and surrounds,
this central mission. Even today, from the highest Ferrari
executives to the guard at the gate, they are all attached to
the TV each weekend following the team, and they celebrate
its victories and agonize over its defeats. And it’s not the
hometown team they are rooting for, it’s their team.
But beyond the desire to compete, and to compete at
the highest levels of the sport, and to compete in all the
legitimate classes, and to compete each and every year,
there had to be something else, something more, and that
was Mr. Ferrari’s desire to win.
Some enter competition to win big
and then withdraw, others enter with
less success and lose interest, while
many others enter and are content
with a certain mediocrity, enjoying the
excitement of competition (which can
be a drug) but not truly serious about
winning every race. With Ferrari, every
race was a race to be won, and even in
those times when success was scarce
and morale was low and every decision
seemed to be the wrong one, Ferrari
never gave up and walked away. Each
week was still spent developing, testing,
modifying, rebuilding, all to be at the
next race. And this was something his
drivers, his suppliers and his sponsors
soon realized and treasured. By joining
Ferrari, they were working with a
company that was determined to win,
knew how to win, and very often did
win.

As noted, the ability to mount a
competition program that survives and
endures for over 50 years is nothing
less than extraordinary, and involves
all the attributes we have discussed
to this point, but there is one other
aspect that is necessary, an underlying
necessity that permits all the other
emotive aspirations to come to fruition
and not be dashed on the rocks of simple
hope and blind luck, and that is the
ability to organize a large and diverse
workforce into a cohesive whole that
accomplishes the tasks at hand.

This spirit also was attractive to those
men and women who worked for the company, many of
them their entire lives, and this points to a further noted
quality of Mr. Ferrari’s, and that was his ability to attract,
retain and inspire qualified people. Much has been said in
the past of how difficult Mr. Ferrari could be, but to his
employees he was not difficult to figure out at all. It was
simple. His consuming goal was to compete and to win,
and all his commands, dictates, instructions, musings,
hesitations, about-faces, hirings and firings (especially of
drivers and engineers) could be easily understood in that
context. He attracted workers who shared the same goals
and aspirations as he, and if they could not bring them
about in their own lives by themselves, they were quick to
follow a man who had the ability to get it all done in their
working lives.
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He led these workers with an enormous personal drive,
and an infinite capacity for work. In his own writings, he
mentions in passing how he was happiest when at work,
even when the Factory was on vacation and he could roam
the plant working on new ideas with a small band of cohorts.
Others have made note of this ability to concentrate on
work, with Mr. Gozzi’s memoirs being very telling, and it
has been brought to light that after a week’s work, including
Saturday, Mr. Ferrari and his main aides would gather on
Sunday evening to review the week gone by and plan for the
coming week. No endeavor achieves success without a long
and dedicated concentration of labor, and this somewhat
mundane characteristic should not be overlooked. Even the
grandest vision will fail if there is not enough deliberation
and prolonged application of total attentiveness.

2011

Becoming a team manager back in
the 1930s was prescient because it
allowed this one other of Mr. Ferrari’s
elemental characteristics to appear,
one that was either born and nurtured
during these years, or one that was
inborn but allowed to blossom in these
involved circumstances, and that was a
specific gift for complex organization.
At first he organized cars for himself to drive, and then
for other drivers. This evolved into a small works which
repaired racing cars for drivers and entrants. This itself
progressed into a larger company that bought and sold
race cars as well as campaigning them, and soon became a
corporation that sought not only investors, but which sought
buyers for the cars which the team now wanted to race. In
a few short years, enough fame and notoriety had accrued
to the outfit that Alfa Romeo became deeply involved, and
Mr. Ferrari became the de facto organizer and campaigner
of the factory Alfa race program.

visit our website for weekly service specials

CONTINUED TO PAGE 39
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After the war, Mr. Ferrari was soon into the same business,
but under his own name and utilizing cars he and his staff
designed and built. This organizational talent became even
more of a necessity as this new company grew, because it
was apparent to Mr. Ferrari that he could not survive at
simply building and campaigning racing cars. He was an
experienced businessman at this point and knew that the
financial model was deficient – there was not enough income
from start money, prize money or sponsors to sustain his
ambitions. He at first resorted to an old but successful
technique – he had drivers and/or patrons buy the cars, and
from these funds Ferrari could build and campaign these
cars. The results were agreeable to both parties – these
drivers had exceptionally fast and reliable cars to drive,
and they rewarded Ferrari with many of its initial victories.
With the costs of racing rising in the post-war period, Mr.
Ferrari made another good business decision, and that was
to expand the works to make and sell more automobiles,
some for racing and some not, with the proceeds geared
to sustaining his competition program. This was no small
undertaking in those years, going from a boutique racing
shop to a full blown manufacturing concern, but he oversaw
the expansion and it was a success.
There have been comments over the years that Mr. Ferrari
saw this production car manufacturing as a necessary
evil, and while he certainly would have rather devoted all
his time to race cars, he was realistic enough to realize
that he could not have had one without the other. This was
simply good business, and it is a testimony to his basic
understanding and acceptance of the fundamental rules of
commerce.
Even while accepting this obvious constraint, however, he
was never as dismissive of these production cars, or their
owners, as some would like us to believe. He took a personal
interest in their design and development, and made all final
decisions before they were put into manufacture. Many an
early owner has in his collection a personal letter from Mr.
Ferrari regarding his purchase – progress being made,
design considerations, changes made, date of delivery, etc.
– items normally handled by a sales staff. And there would
be letters after the fact, thanking the owner for buying
a Ferrari and wishing him all the best. A simple reading
of any one of these missives reveals that these were not
form letters written by an unknown staffer; in them, Mr.
Ferrari refers to explicit items relating only to that car, or
he answers specific questions asked in an incoming letter.
These production cars had to have qualities developed from
the racing cars, and in fact, had to be mirror images, reduced
in scale, of the power and performance of the competition
Ferrari. This was Mr. Ferrari’s decree, and in this he was
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adamant. The street cars had to be part and parcel of what
the racing cars were already – unique, powerful, the best
available.
These production cars were uniformly good looking as well,
and Mr. Ferrari was ever watchful over the image that
Ferrari projected as a company. In this, he had an “eye”,
but we can’t overly praise him for this, because this trait
is something embedded in the national Italian character –
they are genetically unable to design and build anything
without some overt sense of aesthetic appeal. He knew his
limits and did not try to design the shapes directly; rather
he sought designs from many sources in the beginning, and
soon chose those that captured or reflected what he was
attempting to do technologically.
We can only surmise that his hardest decision was to seek a
financial partner, as he did in the 1960s, but it is a measure
of his business shrewdness, and his will to survive, that
he took the steps necessary to continue the firm. By the
1960s, it was painfully obvious that small boutique car
manufactures could no longer survive independently, and
the landscape of Europe, and especially Italy, was soon
strewn with the wreck of car companies that did not see
the light, or could not make the transition. The cost of
developing new models became excessive, especially as
new cars had to meet an ever increasing list of regulations
governing environmental concerns and safety. First he
courted Ford, and interestingly the deal was never finalized
because he would have had to cede final control over his
beloved racing division. In the end, he approached Fiat,
and made the long journey to Turin to meet with Gianni
Agnelli, where he proposed a deal that would allow Ferrari
to survive and grow. Fortunately, Mr. Agnelli accepted, and
as a result we have a Ferrari company that has continued
its racing and its production activities unhindered, as other
marques have either foundered or been shuttled from one
owner to the next.
After Mr. Ferrari’s death, it was Mr. Agnelli who became the
guiding force, not involved day to day but definitely involved
in the preserving and nurturing the long range goals of the
company. It was he who brought back Luca di Montezemolo,
and it was Mr. di Montezemolo who continued Mr. Ferrari’s
single-mindedness of purpose, more than anyone had dared
hope or thought possible. On his watch, the Formula One
team regained all its former glory, and then some, and the
production side was re-invigorated to produce a profusion
of new and exciting models. Hopefully, in the future, the Fiat
Board of Directors will have the wisdom to retain someone
with the ability to carry on with those ideas, practices and
customs once immortalized by Mr. Ferrari.
Reprinted from Cavallino Magazine
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Redefining what a business jet should be.

The only airplane to combine the efficiency and economy of single-engine
turbine power, with the performance, room and luxury of a
twin-engine business jet.
360 ktas. 1,300 nm. 35,000 ft. Up to 7 passengers.
25% lower operating costs.

877.FLY.PIPER
sepiper.com

Where dreams take flight.
Sales

Service

Parts

Read more...
of the interview online and
discover how our other business
members are achieving success
with FAIRWINDS.

Local Area Network

“At other places, the loan process involved a computer saying yes or no.
At FAIRWINDS, the loan decisions are made locally. Our application
was reviewed by a person, so we got the loan we needed to grow.”
Travis Young

Owner & CEO, onePOS, LLC

You know your customers.

We know your business.
Visit a branch, call 407‑277‑6030 ext. 12200, or online at fairwinds.org.

FAIRWINDS Credit Union • Your better choice for banking.
Federally Insured by National Credit Union Administration (NCUA).
Accounts open to anyone living or working in Central Florida.
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El Picturesque Photography

50th Anniversary Celebration of the
j Jaguar E-Type i

Ah, the swinging ‘60s! It was a time in America when The
Beatles, The Rolling Stones, mini-skirts and bell-bottom
pants all found their way to our shores. Along with the
British Invasion came one of the most significant sports
cars ever to grace American highways -- the fabulous Jaguar XKE. It helped define an entire generation and remains
a true icon 50 years later.

technologies used with the XKE did not appear on other
road-going cars for decades. The four-wheel independent
suspension gave the car an incredibly smooth ride. The
performance was brisk, and the handling was light and
quick at speed. However, much to the chagrin of many
less-skilled drivers, the XKE could quickly become quite a
handful if pushed to its limits.

When the XKE was introduced at the 1961 Geneva Switzerland Auto Show, it was a show-stopping worldwide sensation. No one had ever seen anything like it. Its sensuous flowing shape immediately redefined how a sports car
should look, and its 150 MPH top end made it the fastest
road-going production car anywhere at any price. And it was
a real bargain, too. With a base price of $5,595 it sold for
far less than half the price of its Italian and German rivals.

The Series I and Series II XKE also used the double-overhead cam six-cylinder motor from the C- and D-Type race
cars. This motor was first used in the XK120 and further
developed over the years into one of the all time great motors, seeing its last uses in the mid 1980s. In 1971 the
Series III E-Type was introduced to better conform to the
emerging US Federal Safety and Emissions Standards. This
car is based on the larger Jaguar 2+2 and was fitted with
Jaguars new V12 motor that was used exclusively until all
E-Type production ended in 1975.

The Jaguar XKE was so much more than just sexy curves.
The car is a direct descendent of the 24 Hours of LeMans
winning Jaguar C- and D-Types of the 1950s, and its legendary performance was honed on the famous Mulsanne
Straight where top speed, braking and reliability often
determined the race winner. It was built with the same
monocoque structure, independent four-wheel suspension and four-wheel disc brakes (inboard on the rear, per
racing specs) found on those exotic Jaguar race cars of
LeMans winning fame. Many of these advanced automotive
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The Jaguar XKE is as visually thrilling today as it was at its
introduction in 1961. It has aged gracefully over the years
and still turns heads anytime it ventures about, bringing
smiles to those who have never seen one and to all who
remember when they were truly the king of the open road.
by Dave Kirkman
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j 2011 Concours Judges i
IAC/PFA Judging Levels from Ferrari
SENIOR – 5 years n MASTER – 10 years n HONORS – 15 years
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PETE BARTELLI Venice,FL
Pete is a long standing member of the Porsche Club of
America and Charter Member of the 356 Registry. Pete
has served as a Regional and National Judge for over 20
years and has four times Served as Head Concours Judge
for the PCA National Parade. Pete’s restorations have been
shown at Amelia Island and twice Won the Grand Award
for Restoration at the National PCA Parade.
*LAWRENCE (LARRY) BENSON Greenback, TN
Engineer, geologist, and Ferrari authority.
Master IAC/PFA Judge.
KEITH BLUEMEL London, England
World renowned Ferrari researcher and author with four
excellent Ferrari guide books to his credit. Competition
Editor of Cavallino magazine, European Ferrari Judge,
Senior IAC/PFA Judge and IAC/PFA Council member.

ED AGUSTINE Clermont, FL
Ed has been involved with the National Corvette Restorers
Society for over 25 years and has been the Chairman for
the Florida Chapter of NCRS for the past 15 years. Ed has
been chairman of their Florida Winter Regional Meet in for
the past 12 years of the events 34 year history.
Ed is an NCRS Master Judge many times over and has
been judging cars on a National level for over 22 years. He
has also served as a National Director for NCRS.
Other car club interests are Classic Corvettes of Orlando,
AACA and Avanti owners club. He is also one of the original
Life Members # 58 and of the National Corvette Museum in
Bowling Green, Ky. and has been honored to display some
of his vehicles at the museum.
STEVE AHLGRIM Alpharetta, GA
Steve is an IAC/PFA Honors Judge with over 20 years of
concours judging experience. He writes a regular column
for Sports Car Market magazine and was a co-author of
a recent Ferrari book. Steve also holds the position of
Membership Co-chairman for the Ferrari Club of America
and has been in the “Ferrari” business for over 25 years.
Steve is currently General Manager of T. Rutlands and
Marenello Auto Parts, Ferrari parts houses.
DON ALLEN Winter Haven, FL
Don has been judging with Classic Chevy International
since 1985, and has judged at some 35 shows as judge,
captain and deputy. Don has judged at the Lake Mirror
Classic since it began seven years ago. He has worked in
the automotive repair business for some 40 years.
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CHARLES ASBILL Locust Grove, GA
Renowned authority and collector of the Austin Healey
automobile. National honors Austin Healey judge
*MARTHA BACHMAN Greeneville, TN
Along with her husband, Phil, she has owned and restored
several major Concours winning Ferraris. Master IAC/PFA
Judge. Has owned, driven and showed a variety of exotic
cars including Corvettes, Jaguars and Ferraris.

TOM CORYN Brandon, FL
Purchased my first sports car, a 1965 Alfa Romeo Guilia
Sprint GT during college summer vacation one year. A few
years out of college I bought my first British car, a Lotus
Twin Cam Europa . That was replaced by my first Morgan,

a 1960 +4, 4 seater. From all the mechanicals to paint
and body work, a nut and bolt restoration was eventually
accomplished in my garage at home. This car has been
shown and enjoyed over the ensuing years.
*GERRY CURTS Tampa, FL
Concours Chair for the 2003 National Porsche Parade in
Florida. Won the “Overall Group” Award at the National
Porsche Parade Concours d’Elegance in both 2002 and
2004. Gary is a National Certified Porsche Concours Judge
and has judged at national and regional Porsche Club
Concours events for over 12 years.
PAUL DIMBATH Lakeland, FL
Antique Automobile Club of America (AACA) Senior Master
Judge, a Vintage Chevrolet Club of America (VCCA) Senior
Master Judge, a National Corvette Restorers Society (NCRS)
judge, the Lake Mirror Classic Concours d’ Elegance Chief
Judge and a Classic Chevrolet International (CCI) judge
since 1988. He has also been the recipient of The Lee
Iacocca Award and the General Motors Heritage Award for
the Best Chevrolet. He is a 40 year member of VCCA and
a 38 year member of AACA as well.

“The Best Steak at any Restaurant,
in any City, at any Price.”
ZAGAT SURVEY

America’s Top Restaurants

*PHIL BACHMAN, CHIEF JUDGE Greeneville, TN
Private businessman with several car dealerships. Owner
and restorer of several concours winning Ferraris. Honors
IAC/PFA Judge and IAC/PFA Council member. Has owned,
driven and showed a variety of exotic cars including
Corvettes, Jaguars and Ferraris.
KEN BAKER Boca Raton, FL
Ken has been in the collector car business over 20 years.
He became a member of the RROC in 1993 and spent 10
years selling Rolls Royces and Bentleys. Ken has won
sales executive of the year twice and has judged for RROC
in numerous high level concours. Today he manages a
company that services, restores and sells collectible cars.
*JOHN BARNES JR. West Palm Beach, FL
Publisher of Cavallino magazine and founder/owner of
Cavallino Classic, Palm Beach, Florida. An active member
of Ferrari Club of America, Senior IAC/PFA Judge and IAC/
PFA Council member.

We feature USDA Prime Steaks and Australian Cold-Water Lobster Tails.
At Del Frisco’s, it’s great food, great service and great to have your business!

729 Lee Road, Orlando, 2 blks W. of I-4, Exit 88. Open 5 PM. Closed Sundays. Coat/Tie Optional. Major CC’s. Valet Parking.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 407.645.4443

www.delfriscosorlando.com
“Open Table” Reservations and Directional Map

PLEASE VISIT US AT:
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*KEVIN FLANKEY Orlando, FL
Real estate appraiser that grew up watching his father
restore award winning British cars. Active member of the
Ferrari Club and has judged at several regional and local
events.
CLETE GARDENHOUR St. Petersburg, FL
Avid Ferrari and Austin-Healey collector with years of
experience in judging and showing of both marques. He
has won many top awards with his cars.

You might forget why you came.
But never how you got there.
Engineered for magic. Every Day.

RUSSELL GLACE West Palm Beach, FL
Chief Judge for Cavallino Classic Sports Sunday, Festivals
of Speed and South Florida Jaguar Club Concours, Judge
for Winter Park Concours d’ Elegance Classic, Judge for
Boca Raton Concour d’ Elegance. Regional Director for
AMOC (Aston Martin Owners Club), Director Emeritus for
JCNA (Jaguar Clubs of North America), Pittsburgh Vintage
Grand Prix Concours and more. Contributor to SCM (Sports
Car Market Magazine), Vantage Point, Jaguar Journal
and British Marque Magazines. Member of AMOC, FCOA
(Ferrari Club of America), JCNA , MBCA (Mercedes-Benz
Club of America) and RROC (Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club).

Porsche of Orlando
9590 South Highway 17-92
Maitland, FL 32751
(407) 262-0888
www.orlando.porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

TOM HOLT Ocoee, FL
has been active in the Antique Car Hobby since the late
70’s and has been a member of the National Antique Auto
Club of America (AACA) since 1980. Throughout the years
he has restored several cars (1950 Oldsmobiles) which
have been thru the AACA judging system and have gone
on to acquire the much coveted Senior Badges. Tom enjoys
all Vintage Automobiles, and attends numerous National
AACA Meets and Tours throughout the United States
each year.
MICHAEL JOFFEE Davie, FL
Member of the Porsche Club with many years of driving and
collecting experience. An accomplished National Porsche
Club judge.
GREG JONES Sewalls Point, FL
IAC/PFA Master Ferrari Judge. His expertise has been
honed over the years running his vintage Ferrari restoration
business.
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*JAMES W. KUHLMANN Sanford, FL
Officer in the Jaguar Club of Florida past 20 years, and
a licensed concours judge with Jaguar Clubs of North
America. James, for the past 15 years, has been the
concours chairman for the Jaguar Club of Florida. Original
owner of a 1970 SII XKE.
DAVID MAIN Orlando, FL
A long time member of the AACA and car enthusiast, David
has helped restore numerous cars. David has been an
National AACA Judge for 30 years and has accumulated
some 240 credited points to his name. He has also been a
member of the National HPOF (Historical Preservation of
Original Features) team since 2003 with the ACAA.
*DARRYL MARWITZ Ormond Beach, FL
Retired industrial electronics technician. Ferrari owner.
Concours judge at FCA events for over 25 years in the
Northeast and Florida.
*ERIC MORGAN Orlando, FL
An automotive enthusiast since 1962. Has owned and
restored Italian marques since 1987. A 15 year member of
the Alfa Romeo Owners club. Founding member, Chair and
Co-Chair of AutoItalia at Portofino Bay. Italian Marques
Judge a Festival of Exotic Cars, Mt. Dora.
*BRADY OWEN Altamonte Springs, FL
Brady has been a Porsche judge for the Winter Park
Concours since inception. He’s an authority on early
Porsches and has taken many top awards with his car.
RICK RACE St Petersburg, FL
Rick has judged at the Bloomington Gold event and was
named Co-Chairman of the Corvette Certification by its
founder, David Burroughs. Rick has been a member of the
National Corvette Restorers Society since 1976. Rick is
Past President of the Ferrari Club of America and currently
President of the Past Presidents Council. He is currently
rated as an Honors Judge in the FCA, having judged for 15
years at FCA National Meets. Rick also serves on the select
committee, the IAC/PFA, which promotes the preservation
and correct restoration of Ferrari automobiles
IAN SHELMERDINE Lancashire UK
Has owned : 1948 Austin A55, 1952 MGYB, 1952 Morgan
+4 Flat rad (4 seat), 1955 Morgan +4 High Cowl twin
spare. Presently own 1995 4/4 from new and a 1957 +4
Coupe
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JOE VATTER Largo, FL
Germany trained automobile mechanic. Porsche master
technician and later on shop foreman and then service
manager for a Porsche, AUDI and BMW dealer in St.
Petersburg/FL before starting his own business in 1988.
Joe runs a test facility for AUDI AG Germany in the Tampa
Bay/FL area, incorporated a full service facility for all
German-made cars

BOB WILSON Lisle, IL
Bob and his wife Lynn are car collectors from the Chicago
area. They specialize in pre-war Morgans, including a 1935
T2 Trike an d a 1937 Series I Four Four. Bob has judged
previously at Amelia Island, the Winter Park Concours
d’Elegance, Meadowbrooke, the Milwaukee Masterpiece
and the Keeneland Concours in Lexington, KY. Bob and
Lynn have also shown at Pebble Beach.

*RUBEN VERDES Coral Gables, FL
Banker and trade financier, lifelong automobile enthusiast.
Current Chairman of the Florida Region of the RROC, Editor
of the club’s magazine and other publications on the subject
and history of Rolls-Royce and Bentley automobiles. Has
enjoyed judging in various venues, including past Winter
Park Concours.

JESS YARGER Fort Meyers, FL
Active member of the Porsche Club and an accomplished
National Porsche judge with many years of driving
andcollecting experience.

Exotic Car
Transport

*Denotes judged at Winter Park Concours for five years or
more
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EXOTIC CAR TRANSPORT
Orlando, Florida

Nationwide Transport of
Vintage, Exotic and Luxury Autos
Custom enclosed Carrier Service!
Indoor Storage Available.
1-800-766-8797
www.exoticcartransport.com
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Simmons Jewelers has been your local hometown jeweler since 1953. We will give you an
honest price for everything we buy or sell every single time. A reputation built on service,
integrity, quality & trust. We will be here for you in the good times as well as the difficult times.

We will pay Cash for your

Harley Earl’s first vehicle for General Motors was actually a mid-level vehicle called the La Salle. But Earl quickly translated
the “soft, elegant lines” of his now-renowned La Salle to his first Cadillacs in 1928 (Coffeey and Layden 1996). Owen Nacker
is credited with the design of Cadillac’s first V-12 and V-16 engines in 1930 which, by 1934, reached 185 hp in a car with
a 154-inch wheelbase—America’s longest production vehicle at the time. Many of these “lavish and luxurious” cars hit the
market during the Great Depression, but sold “surprisingly well…far more than anyone else,” firmly solidifying Cadillac’s
luxury status.

GOLD, PLATINUM,
SILVER, DIAMONDS*,

During the years of the Great Depression, Cadillac’s world-renowned engineers “came up with ride control for ’32, no draft
ventilation for ’33, and independent front suspension for ’34.” By 1941, Cadillac was selling nearly 60,000 cars a year.
After the focus on war production during World War II,
Cadillac quickly re-established itself as General Motor’s
premier division and, after a brief battle with Packard
“for the top rank in America’s luxury car market,”
emerged victorious into a new era of trend-setting
production that has largely defined the brand’s
image to the present day.

COINS, ROLEX WATCHES
& GOLD WATCHS*

Large Estate Jewelry
Department In-House
In-House Watchmakers
and Jewelers
Over 200 Pre-Owned Rolex
Watches in Inventory
Average Price for Most Rolex
Services is less than $400

Members Jewelers of America,
Jewelers Board of Trade,
International Watch and Jewelry Guild,
Winter Park Chamber of Commerce,
Park Avenue Area Association

Cadillac’s unique and prestigious place in the American auto industry has been growing almost from the start. In 1908, Cadillac
won the prestigious Dewar Trophy in demonstrating its precision manufacturing. The award was the first for an American
automaker and led the company to establish the slogan “Standard of the World.” Cadillac has striven to live up to that reputation ever since. Kettering’s self-starter earned the 1912 Cadillac the nickname “The Car That Has No Crank,” while his electric
lights developed the same year led to a second Dewar trophy. By 1914, Cadillac introduced a V-8 engine that, while by no
means the first, would become through subsequent refinements a “hallmark of the Cadillac for generations.”

Central Florida’s Oldest
Family Owned Jewelry
Store – Est. 1953
Consignments Welcome
Free Rolex Inspection
to Verify Authenticity
Before You Buy
Free Jewelry
Cleaning and Polishing

Winter Park/Orlando

Free Hummer
stretch limo service
with the purchase of
an engagement ring,
wedding set, or preowned Rolex.

407-644-3829
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220 Park Ave. North, • Winter Park, FL
“The Oldest Business in Winter Park”
10am-6pm Mon-Sat
www.simmonsjewelers.com
simmonsjewelers@earthlink.net
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excerpt from Kirk F. White’s upcoming Memoir: “DON’T WASH MINE”

T

he fabulous Lamborghini Miura, superbly designed
by Marcello Gandini, had first seen the light of day in
Europe in 1966 and had immediately electrified the sports car
world. The 4 cam V-12 was set transversely amidships. The
engine and the gearbox shared a single, common aluminum
casting. That massive unit was hailed as the largest one piece
aluminum casting, ever done at that time!
A “compromise” 50 W oil in the common sump served as the
lubricant for both the engine and gearbox.

Miura’s were nearly impossible to obtain in the United
States in early 1969, as there were very few being built, and
of those few, only a handful came through the “back door”
into the US. Everyone on earth seemed to want one. We had
several genuine customers for a Miura and I’d tried for quite
a while to turn up someone who would even talk with me
about actually obtaining a Miura.
Finally, one afternoon I was in the Bronx in New York, in
the thick of the incredible wholesale marketplace on Jerome
Avenue. I mentioned my difficulty in obtaining a Miura to the
wholesaler, Bill Shiedt (sic), who had a small warehouse with
his own “shingle” on the avenue. Without hesitation, Shiedt
said he could get a Miura for me. Now, we’ve met Bill a ways
back in this tome. Since then, I had learned that dealing with
Shiedt could be tenuous, complicated, mysterious, and often
frustrating. He was a master of the “smoke and mirrors”
school of selling.
And yet . . . just often enough, the guy accomplished
the impossible. So, if you were chasing the really rare
automobiles, as I was, you’d continue to put up with the often
cryptic, complex scenarios, Shiedt would piece together. “I
can get you a Miura by the end of next week; in fact the car is
already on the water . . .” Shiedt said. “You can’t possibly do
that! There are scarcely any Miuras in this country.” I said.
“I can do it!” he said, very softly, lighting his ever present
pipe, yet again. I said to him: “Fine; let’s do it.” And, then I
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essentially dismissed the conversation as idle braggadocio.
The following Thursday he telephoned, and in his barely
audible voice, which always had the tone of a weary professor,
he said, very slowly: “This Saturday, you’re to meet the driver
who will have your car, in front of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art at 2 PM. The car is blue with a white leather interior. It has
760 km, and is on a Certificate of Origin. The driver’s name is
“Bunkie.” Give him the check; he’ll get himself home.” “What
car?’’ “The Miura, you said you wanted” Shiedt said somewhat
testily. (Any Miura entering the U.S. at that point in time was
a bit of a “clandestine commodity.” Obtaining a Miura from
Shiedt was at best, a “hold your breath” proposition. . . .
Maybe you get your car, maybe you don’t . . .) But, far be
it from me to fail to indulge myself in yet another “Alice in
Wonderland” adventure with Mr. Shiedt.
That appointed Saturday Morning, with a real degree of
trepidation, but filled with excited anticipation, I took the train
to Manhattan and a cab to the Metropolitan Art Museum, on
Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street. It was a beautiful fall afternoon.
I sat on the steps, and waited. As the time, ever so slowly,
approached 2 PM in the afternoon, my anticipation level rose
till it hit the peg.
At 2:15 my excitement was beginning to slide back, and at
2:35 I was furious with myself for having gotten sucked into
such a ridiculous folly! Shiedt had done it again, and don’t
worry, he’d have some unbelievably convoluted tale as to why
it hadn’t worked for today! But, he’d have the car on: . . .
(Pick a day, any day. . .) Blah, blah. I deserved whatever I got,
screwing around with the master of obfuscation!
At 2:40, out of the distance, there came an incredible
shrieking swell of twelve cylinder exhaust music, tumbling
down through the canyons of the tall buildings, and the slowly
approaching Lamborghini, in a low gear, pulled up smoothly
right in front of the museum. The driver cleared the pipes,
and cut it dead.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 55
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2012 SKI NAUTIQUE 200 - MAPPLE ICON EDITION

2011 Regal
2300 RX

2011 Regal 27

00 ES

2012 SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE
210 -BYERLY ICON EDITION

ww.OrlandoNautiques.com
l 52
2011 Reguape
Sport Co

2012 Sport Nautique 200
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Everyone in every direction had literally stopped dead in
their tracks. Remember, it was a Saturday, mid afternoon
on a perfect fall day at the entrance to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City. Before I could get to my feet,
and to the car, the Lamborghini was completely obscured
by everyone who had been within sight or earshot of it. I
could scarcely approach the car. “Bunkie,” at an easy, six
foot three, unfolded himself from the Miura. We exchanged
greetings and he handed me the keys. “Bunkie,” was a giant
of a black man. I remember thinking I sure wouldn’t want to
tell this guy, that I didn’t have the “check.” In time, Bunkie
would become a great friend and driver for many of us, for a
lot of years. Bunkie always got your car there. He could nurse
the worst rag on the road from New York to Denver in the
dead of winter. But, those are tales for a bit further on . . .

Getting out of Manhattan was tricky. Driving the Miura through
downtown though was amazing. Passing through the streets
with close, high rise buildings produced the most awesome
exhaust sounds! You couldn’t get enough if it. You just wanted to
drive that damn Miura around the block for the rest of your life!

I gave him the check, and thanked him; we shook hands and
he ducked down a subway entrance. I returned to the crowd
around the Miura and “excused” my way up to, and into the
car. “Damn, this thing is low,” I thought. It had very good
visibility to the front. Checking the rear view mirror yielded
virtually no rearward vision whatsoever. I remember physically
turning around and trying to look out the back through those
stylishly appealing slats with my eyes. No better. I made a
mental note to not position the Miura any place, on the way
back to Philadelphia, where it had to be backed up, because
that simply wasn’t going to happen!

I finally got to a stretch of the Turnpike that was relatively
open. I moved back into third gear and gave the throttle a
good poke. Shifting up into fourth, the car quickly shot up
over an indicated 120 MPH. I distinctly remember having my
hands on the steering wheel, at ten and two, and the word
“rotate” came across the screen of my mind, and I am not
a pilot! It just felt as if I were to carefully pull back on the
steering wheel, the front of the Lamborghini would lift off. I
backed off, smiled, and drove it on in.

The engine fired instantly, the V-12 exhaust note moving the
crowd back somewhat. The single most astonishing aspect
of the Miura was the whining, powerful resonance of the
transverse V-12, just inches behind my shoulder blades.

Every corner, every traffic light, everyone, had a wave, a
whistle a shout. The Miura was magic. The exhaust note
through the Lincoln Tunnel was simply magnificent! Once on
the New Jersey Turnpike, the driving got a bit less hectic,
but as it is with all of these insane cars, I collected “escort”
vehicles. They would lie in your “blind” spot. A very big “spot”
in the case of the Miura. When they’d finally drive past, they’d
usually give you a toot of their horn which in the Miura was
right at ear level, and I’d very nearly pitch off the highway!

That evening I took the Lamborghini to a neighborhood
dinner party. In short order the party hostess grew furious
with me as the Miura became the focus of virtually everyone
attending. Her beautifully planned sit down dinner became
an alfresco buffet around the car!
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Detail ing Tips For Concours Competition

like to share a few important tips that I
Iofwould
have learned over the years since the inception
the Winter Park Concours d’Elegance. Now in its

Tenth year, this show is on its way to becoming the
pinnacle of Concours competition. One of the many
reasons why this event is highly regarded is because
it employs the finest nationally recognized and
ranked automobile judges in the country. One of the
important reasons why car collectors participate in
Concours competition is for long term investment. Any
vehicle that has won and placed in various Concours
competitions adds monetary value for the owner. With
that in mind, let me share a few important tips that can
help you bring your automobile from second to first.
First of all, you must allow yourself plenty of time
when preparing for an event of this magnitude. This is
no ordinary detail process but rather a very in-depth
and involved process that can take several months
to successfully accomplish. By allowing sufficient
time, you can prioritize and list concerns that need
to be address and corrected. For example, searching
for a 1957 Porsche Speedster tool kit can be a
time consuming process if you don’t have the right

resources to help locate what you’re looking for. You’ll
find plenty of aftermarket parts, but you will fare better
trying to locate an original item if your goal is to win.
Another nice tip I enjoy sharing is telling my clients
that the car needs to be cleaned before it can be
detailed. A clean car is a prerequisite to the entire
detailing process. One of the goals when entering
this event is bringing your car up to its original
status. Clean before you detail this means opening
the hood area and removing oak leaves, pine
needles and other decayed organic material prior
to initial cleaning. By doing this you’ll streamline
your cleaning process while saving valuable time.
A valuable tip I would like to share is helping my
client think like a judge. Acquire the mind-set of the
judges that inspect the vehicles at this prestigious
event. One of the important common dominators
I have discovered when it comes to winning is
paying extra attention to how the car looked when
it was first purchased with respect to originality,
authenticity, condition and knowing that cosmetic
concerns is secondary. Points are deducted when the
CONTINUED TO PAGE 59
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Tim Webber
407. 649 . 9190
timwebber@thecoordinatorinc.com
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CONTINUED TO PAGE 59

judges look for imperfection and see what is lacking.
When it comes to cosmetics, the judges who are
collectors themselves understand that the vehicle
is meant to be driven and the finish of the car
should be consistence with its original assembly line
appearance. If something should have been fixed and
was ignored this too will add up to costly deductions.
The judges would rather see that you tried to make
an attempt to correct the problem than none at all.
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I shall conclude with common mistakes that often
take place within the Concours arena, as I mentioned
previously, lack of knowledge of what the judges are

looking for is costly. Everything begins with a plan
and attempting to prepare and clean the car the day
before the show will lead to embarrassment.
The goal is to impact the judges without making it look
like your trying to sell them a vehicle. One last thing,
if you really are concerned about winning than it is
best you leave the shiny dressing products at home.
The last thing a judge wants is grease on his hands
after wiping the dash board or the tires that looked
like they were painted with shellac. Remember first
impressions count and that these tips will help you
bring your prized automobile from good to great.
-Alfred Marino
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real watches for real people

It’s just harder
to park.
BALL | LONGINES | EBEL | MICHELE | PHILIP STEIN | ORIS | WILLIAM HENRY
LUMINOX | PORSCHE DESIGN | PRO-TECH | FABER-CASTELL
PRE-OWNED & VINTAGE HIGH-END TIMEPIECES

Oris Big Crown X1 Calculator
Automatic mechanical movement

1.9% APR* AvAILAbLE on ALL

500 HATCHbACk moDELS!

You drive, we buy. Your first
1,000-miles of gas is on us. * *

Chronograph

Specializing in high-grade timepieces ranging from pre-owned Rolex, Breitling, Panerai, Patek Philippe and more.

Slide rule function
Gun-metal PVD coating

Unique selection of knives, pens & eclectic accessories.

www.oris.ch

ORLANDO

WATCHCO.

Expert watch repair from Certified watchmakers and Rolex, Breitling & Omega trained technicians.
R E S T O R A T O R S

O F

F I N E

T I M E P I E C E S

326 N. Park Avenue
Winter Park,FL
407-975-9137
www.orlandowatchco.com
Join us on Facebook-facebook.com/orlandowatchco

Call Larry Taylor, Studio Director, to schedule your personal Fields FIAT Experience!

FIAT FORWARD CARE™
4 Year/50,000 Mile Warranty
3 Year/36,000 Scheduled Maintenance
4 Year/Unlimited Mile Roadside Assistance
®

Fields FIAT
131 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 674-8830 / FIELDSFIAT.COM

©2011 Chrysler Group LLC. FIAT is a registered trademark of FIAT Group Marketing & Corporate Communications SpA, used under the license by Chrysler Group LLC. EPA estimated 30 CTY and 38 HWY
MPG. Actual mileage varies. Tax, title, license and documentation fee not included. *With approved credit. Offer valid for a limited time on select 500 Hatchback models for 36 month term. **Offer applies to
vehicles that are in stock and based on fuel prices day of vehicle purchase. MPG available on manual transmission only. FIAT FORWARD CARE standard on all models. See dealer for a copy of the limited warranty.

“An Invitational, Judged Event Celebrating the Art of Automotive Design”
presented by

j The Tenth Annual i

Winter Park Concours d’Elegance
Sunday, November 6, 2011 g Winter Park, Florida

2013
Lexus GS

Lexus of Orlando –
Presenting Sponsor
of the 10th Annual
Concours d’Elegance
If you’re the kind of person who enjoys taking
the long route home from work, who always
volunteers to drive, and who feels right at
home while attending one of the worlds
premier classic car shows. You’re the kind
of person… who drives a Lexus.
Discover the Lexus lifestyle at Central Florida’s
premier luxury dealer... Lexus of Orlando.
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800.528.6404
LexusofOrlando.com

®

www.winterparkconcours.com
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& University Boulevard

